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Abstract: We analyse Swarm satellite magnetic field and electron density data one month before
and one month after 12 strong earthquakes that have occurred in the first 2.5 years of Swarm
satellite mission lifetime in the Mediterranean region (magnitude M6.1+) or in the rest of the world
(M6.7+). The search for anomalies was limited to the area centred at each earthquake epicentre and
bounded by a circle that scales with magnitude according to the Dobrovolsky’s radius. We define the
magnetic and electron density anomalies statistically in terms of specific thresholds with respect to
the same statistical quantity along the whole residual satellite track (|geomagnetic latitude| ≤ 50◦ ,
quiet geomagnetic conditions). Once normalized by the analysed satellite tracks, the anomalies
associated to all earthquakes resemble a linear dependence with earthquake magnitude, so supporting
the statistical correlation with earthquakes and excluding a relationship by chance.
Keywords: geomagnetic field; electron density; seismic precursors; strong and intermediate
earthquakes; Swarm satellites

1. Introduction
The ionosphere is the ionized part of the atmosphere extending from about 50 to 1000 km above
the terrestrial surface. The concentration of ions and electrons in the ionosphere plays a fundamental
role in the radio-wave propagation and atmospheric electricity (e.g., [1,2]). Ionospheric features
vary according to geographic latitude and longitude, time of the day, season and altitude (e.g., [3]).
Besides these regular variations, ionosphere is sensitive to forcing from above, i.e., by magnetospheric
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phenomena triggered by Sun-Earth interaction, and from below, such as tropospheric (e.g., [4–7]) and
lithospheric processes (e.g., [8–10]).
Concerning lithospheric processes, it is currently consolidated that large earthquakes (EQ) trigger
co-seismic ionospheric disturbances, known as seismo-travelling ionospheric disturbances (STIDs)
that propagate like a circular wave from the projection of the epicenter into the ionosphere. STIDs
can be detected by measuring plasma variations from ground-based and space-borne instruments
(see, e.g., [11,12] and references therein). Beside the post-shock effects in the ionosphere, it is interesting
to search for EQ signatures in the ionosphere prior to the EQ occurrence. In this work, we are then
interested on the possibility that the ionosphere is affected by a great earthquake (EQ), not only after,
but also before its occurrence, i.e., on what is called Lithosphere-Atmosphere-Ionosphere Coupling,
or simply LAIC (e.g., [13,14]).
There exists a consolidated literature demonstrating the lithospheric origin of geomagnetic
variations prior than large seismic events. Although pioneering works on electromagnetic signals
associated to seismic events date back to the first half of 1960s with Breiner [15], Moore [16] and
Stacey [17], a milestone in the literature regarding ULF geomagnetic anomalies can be considered the
paper by Fraser-Smith [18] in which a clear ULF anomalous signal before the Loma-Prieta earthquake
(1989, Ms 7.1, California) is described. Thereafter, a lot was done and many publications reported
observations of electromagnetic (EM) phenomena during the preparatory stages of large earthquakes.
They relied on both ground-based measurements of lithospheric emissions ranging from DC to VHF
(e.g., [18–21]; and satellite observations of high atmosphere plasma perturbations and radio emissions
related to earthquakes (e.g., [22–25]). Laboratory and fieldwork experiments confirmed that co-seismic
EM phenomena, due to variations of physical parameters of rocks, associated to seismic and volcanic
events have a solid base: see, for example, the reviews published by Johnston [26] and Zlotnicki and
Nisida [27], and, recently, the study of Donner et al. [20], based on ground EM signals. Of course, one of
the main issues in these kinds of studies is the robust identification of the lithospheric origin: the present
work intends to contribute with the application of recent techniques that, as others developed with this
aim (e.g., [28–31]), may represent a step forward in the topic.
Satellite data have been analysed heavily to detect LAIC effects in the ionosphere. Particularly
important was DEMETER satellite mission, specifically designed to this purpose, but also other satellite
missions, such as CHAMP, have been analysed with that purpose.
For instance, Balasis and Mandea [32] analysed a rather significant period of CHAMP magnetic
field data to detect anomalies unexplained by typical ionospheric state and potentially associated
to EQs. The method relied on the use of wavelet spectral analysis, also proposed by Mandea and
Balasis [33].
Ryu et al. [34] took advantage of the simultaneous measurements of DEMETER and CHAMP.
In particular, they analysed the electron density and temperature, ion density composition and
temperature for investigating ionospheric fluctuations related to the earthquakes occurred in September
2004 near to the south coast of Honshu, Japan. The authors found that, within a very small longitudinal
distance around the epicenter, an ion temperature anomaly arose a week before the two main
earthquakes. Electron density and ion composition fluctuations at the epicenter position were observed
with concurrent downward ion drift by “Thermal plasma analyzer” onboard DEMETER.
Data from DEMETER have been also used to study the seismo-ionospheric coupling before
Wenchuan earthquake (M 7.9) of 12 May 2008 [35] and seven large (M ≥ 6.8) earthquakes in the
north-east Asia region at mid-latitude [36]. The main result was the detection of a gradual enhancement
of the Equatorial Ionospheric Anomaly (EIA) intensity starting one month prior the event, reaching its
maximum eight days before followed by a decreasing behavior, very likely due to an external electric
field generated over the epicenter, affecting the existing E × B drifts responsible of the EIA.
Wang et al. [37] applied heavy data mining to large data sets of DEMETER from 1 January 2008
to 30 June 2008, in order to test the accuracy of this method as a possible earthquake prediction
tool. The main result is that the prediction accuracy reaches 0.7 when both the electron density
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and temperature from DEMETER are considered as featuring the pre-seismic ionosphere anomalies.
The precursor time is about 5 days.
The Chile earthquake (Mw 8.8) that occurred on 27 February 2010 at 06:34 UTC (UTC = LT + 3:00)
has been deeply investigated by Akhoondzadeh [38]. Ion and electron density, electron temperature
and VLF electric field from DEMETER have been analysed prior to the event, in conjunction with
the Aerosol Optical Depth (AOD) and together with other parameters, including Total Electron
Content (TEC) from ground-based receivers of the Global Positioning System (GPS) signals. All these
parameters show anomalies occurring from 1 to 6 days before the earthquake. The author indicates
that multi-precursors analysis is more effective in seismo-LAIC precursors’ studies and that different
precursors may occur at different time due to the still not well explained LAIC mechanism.
By using proton density data from GOES-15, Hazra and Islam [39] carried out a deep investigation
of some ionospheric anomalies linked with a series of moderate-strong earthquakes including that
one with M7.5 occurred on 17 November 2013 and located to the east west oriented plate boundary
between the Antarctica and Scotia sea plates. In particular, the proton density shows spikes several
hours before the occurrences of earthquakes with an amplitude that seems to be dependent on the
earthquakes magnitude. To explain the results, the authors proposed a simple model. On the average,
the proton density should decrease toward the earthquake date, due to the plate movements under
Scotia Sea, for which the submicron aerosols emerge: the ionosphere is more ionized and electric field
becomes stronger. The resulting accelerated electrons and the huge amount of protons coming from
solar radiation produce a decrease proton density in ionosphere.
More recently, Akhoondzadeh et al. [40], De Santis et al. [41], Marchetti and Akhoondzadeh [42],
Akhoondzadeh et al. [43] and Marchetti et al. [44] performed deep analyses of particular important case
studies, where some original techniques were applied in order to discriminate between solar effects
and potential lithospheric effects preceding strong earthquakes. In particular, De Santis et al. [41] were
the first to analyse the magnetic field of the Swarm satellites for searching pre-earthquake ionospheric
patterns: they studied Swarm magnetic data around the M7.8 earthquake occurred on 25 April 2015
in Nepal. They detected a series of anomalies with an S-shape (sigmoid) pattern analogous with the
same pattern of the cumulative number of earthquakes, supporting an ionospheric effect of LAIC in
concomitance of the earthquake.
In this paper, we analyse magnetic field and electron density data provided by Swarm satellites in
space and time around the epicenters and the occurrences of twelve M6+ earthquakes in the period
of 2014–2016. In the Results, we present the most interesting findings of all the analyses, while in
the Discussion and Conclusions we discuss the results and propose some interpretation. In the final
section, we describe the Swarm data and the earthquake case studies that we have analysed in our
work, and the algorithms used in the analyses.
Most of the work here presented, including the obtained results, were taken during the SAFE
(SwArm For Earthquake study; http://safe-swarm.ingv.it/) project, funded by ESA. The main goal of the
project was not to propose a scheme of earthquake prediction from satellite data analysis, but another
goal as well important and worth performing: to analyse Swarm satellite data, in order to possibly
detect electromagnetic anomalies related to the phase of preparation of large earthquakes. This paper
represents one of the attempts to reach that important goal.
2. Results
All the algorithms described in the Section Materials and Methods (MASS, NeLOG and NeSTAD)
were systematically applied to all 12 case studies (Table 2 in Section Materials and Methods). A first
visual analysis of the satellite tracks allowed selecting a set of tracks with “anomalous characteristics”
not directly explained with known geomagnetic perturbations.

nT, AE = 54 nT).
Figure 3 exhibits a magnetic anomaly that preceded by 25 days the 15 April 2016 M7.0 Japan
EQ. The anomaly is evident in Y magnetic component and it is at the same latitude of the epicenter.
Figures 4, 5 report the output of the systematic research of anomalies in the magnetic field in the 12
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Figure 2 reports a magnetic anomaly that preceded by 11 days the 24 May 2014 M6.9 North
Aegean Sea EQ. This track has a very strong and unusual aspect for a nighttime (23:22 local time),
especially taking into account that the geomagnetic indices are sufficiently low (Dst = 6 nT, ap = 3 nT,
AE = 54 nT).

Figure 2. An example from MASS algorithm of anomalous track in all magnetic components (Satellite A)
Figure
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2014,
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thealgorithm
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Figure 3 exhibits a magnetic anomaly that preceded by 25 days the 15 April 2016 M7.0 Japan
EQ. The anomaly is evident in Y magnetic component and it is at the same latitude of the epicenter.
Figures 4 and 5 report the output of the systematic research of anomalies in the magnetic field in the
12 case studies by applying the MASS algorithm, in terms of the cumulative number of anomalies
vs. time for each magnetic field component and total intensity. The threshold for each case study is
selected after some runs with different thresholds. Generally (but not always), for a greater earthquake
magnitude we use a greater threshold, this is in accordance with the idea that an earthquake that
will release a greater energy also it could have stronger and more anomalies in the preparatory phase
before the event (we tried to verify this hypothesis later in this work). The results are shown into two
figures,
based
on the
magnitude
of the algorithm
seismic events:
the Figure
4 reports
eventscomponents
with magnitude
Figure
2. An
example
from MASS
of anomalous
track
in all the
magnetic
between
7.0 A)
and
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i.e., 11
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Figure
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trackin
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magneticcomponent
component(Satellite
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on 21 March 2016, i.e., 25 days before the 15 April 2016 M7.0 Japan EQ.
A) on 21 March 2016, i.e., 25 days before the 15 April 2016 M7.0 Japan EQ.

The results were classified by magnitude. It is interesting to note that the analysis of the magnetic
data shows a better performance for the highest magnitude earthquakes showing a “better” cumulate
than those of lower magnitude. The fact that magnetic analysis is more efficient for major earthquakes
is comforting since greater release of energy could imply some greater effects during and after the
event and greater influence on the ionosphere.
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2.2. NeLOG Results
The results were classified by magnitude. It is interesting to note that the analysis of the
Figure 6 reports an electron density anomaly that preceded by about 8 h the 25 April 2015 M7.8
magnetic data shows a better performance for the highest magnitude earthquakes showing a
Nepal EQ. It is interesting to note that the anomaly highlighted in this track contains a small increase
"better" cumulate than those of lower magnitude. The fact that magnetic analysis is more efficient
in electronic density and close to a depletion of the same amount. In addition, electron temperature

number of case studies.
Figure 8 reports the revised analysis performed by NeLOG one month before and one month
after the M8.2 1 April 2014 Chile EQ. The threshold is kt = 4.0. It is possible to notice an acceleration
in the number of anomalies about 24 days before the earthquake (evidenced by the light blue oval),
visible also as the trend in the cumulated number in the first part has a greater slope than in the
central
part.
Atmosphere
2019,
10, This
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track was proposed as anomalous also by De Santis et al. [41].
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Figure 7 reports an electron density anomaly that preceded by about 2 days the 2 March 2016 M7.9
Sumatra EQ. Geomagnetic indices are quite low: Dst = 18 nT, ap = 2 nT and AE = 41 nT. The anomaly
is very close to the magnetic equator, showing also the characteristic Equatorial Ionospheric Anomaly
(EIA) that usually appears in daytime. From the analysis of these 12 earthquakes, it emerges that
this type of equatorial anomalies is sometimes visible. This aspect would require probably a deeper
research insight into a future systematic study with a greater number of case studies.
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Figure 8 reports the revised analysis performed by NeLOG one month before and one month after
the M8.2 1 April 2014 Chile EQ. The threshold is kt = 4.0. It is possible to notice an acceleration in the
number of anomalies about 24 days before the earthquake (evidenced by the light blue oval), visible
also as the trend in the cumulated number in the first part has a greater slope than in the central part.
This acceleration corresponds to about 8 days before the seismic activation of the fault [45] and could
be a good candidate for a possible precursor effect. The apparent lack of further anomalies is due to
Figure coverage
7. An anomalous
by NeLOG
(Sat C, fit
29 coefficient
February 2016)
on Electron
Density
the satellite
for the track
local identified
time selection.
The linear
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Ne
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EQ.
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Figure 9 presents the NeLOG analysis systematically applied to all the investigated earthquakes.
Figure 9 presents the NeLOG analysis systematically applied to all the investigated
The threshold was selected for each case study, generally higher for large magnitude events and it
earthquakes. The threshold was selected for each case study, generally higher for large magnitude
ranges from kt = 2.0 to kt = 4.0. Red shadowed boxes indicate the time characterized by disturbed
events and it ranges from kt = 2.0 to kt = 4.0. Red shadowed boxes indicate the time characterized by
geomagnetic conditions that are then discarded for the analysis. Observing the cumulative trends of the
disturbed geomagnetic conditions that are then discarded for the analysis. Observing the
abnormal tracks shown in Figure 9, some interesting trends were highlighted in cyan. An interesting
cumulative trends of the abnormal tracks shown in Figure 9, some interesting trends were
feature is the increase in anomalies prior to the earthquake, indicating a possible seismic activation or
highlighted in cyan. An interesting feature is the increase in anomalies prior to the earthquake,
an increase of the stress along the fault plane.
indicating a possible seismic activation or an increase of the stress along the fault plane.
The 1 April 2014 M8.2 Chile, the 15 April 2016 M7.0 Japan, the 17 November 2015 M6.5
Lefkada-Greece and the 16 April 2016 M7.8 Ecuador earthquakes present a sort of increase of anomalies
about 25 days before the occurrence of the earthquake. In addition, the 16 September 2015 M8.3 Chile
EQ has the same feature, but it is also in the middle of geomagnetically disturbed days, so it is easier to
think at a possible external source for these anomalies. In addition, the 16 February 2015 M6.7 Japan
earthquake presents some interesting features, but the geomagnetic conditions are too disturbed to
make a reasonable hypothesis about the possible origin of these anomalies.
The cases of the 24 April 2014 M6.9 Aegean Sea and the 2 March 2016 M7.9 Sumatra earthquakes
seem to have a sigmoidal shape of the cumulative number of electron density anomalous tracks about
a week before the mainshocks that is very promising as a seismo-induced ionospheric phenomenon.
For the 17 November 2015 M6.5 Lefkada-Greece earthquake, comparing the two geomagnetically
low disturbed periods (20 to 30 and 50 to 60 on abscissa of the corresponding figure), before the
earthquake there are many more anomalies than after the earthquake (15 vs. 4). This could be a
possible lithosphere-source for some of the pre-earthquake anomalies.
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Figure 9. Cumulative number of anomaly tracks detected by NeLOG on Electron Density Ne, one
Figure before
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of anomaly
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month
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2.3. NeSTAD Results
The 1 April 2014 M8.2 Chile, the 15 April 2016 M7.0 Japan, the 17 November 2015 M6.5
Figure 10 reports the anomalies found by applying the NeSTAD tagging criteria reported in
Lefkada-Greece and the 16 April 2016 M7.8 Ecuador earthquakes present a sort of increase of
section Material and Methods. In the figure, nine out of twelve EQ are reported, as in the remaining
anomalies about 25 days before the occurrence of the earthquake. In addition, the 16 September
three cases, no anomalies were tagged. Similarly to what reported in Figure 9 for NeLOG, blue lines
2015 M8.3 Chile EQ has the same feature, but it is also in the middle of geomagnetically disturbed
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indicate the time of the EQ occurrence, while red shadowed boxes indicate the days characterized by
disturbed geomagnetic conditions that are discarded.

2014 M8.2 Chile

2014 M6.9 Aegean Sea

2015 M6.7 Japan

2015 M8.3 Chile

2015 M6.1 Crete

2016 M7.0 Japan

2015 M7.8 Nepal

2015 M6.5 Lefkada

2016 M7.9 Sumatra

kt = 2.5

Figure 10. Cumulative number of anomaly tracks detected by NeSTAD on Electron Density Ne, one
month10.
before
and onenumber
month of
after
nine oftracks
the earthquakes
studied in
paperDensity
(for theNe,
other
Figure
Cumulative
anomaly
detected by NeSTAD
onthis
Electron
onethree
earthquakes,
there
are
not
NeSTAD
anomaly
tracks).
For
each
earthquake,
the
best
tagging
criteria
month before and one month after nine of the earthquakes studied in this paper (for the other three are
selected. (Pink
periods
areNeSTAD
those magnetically
disturbed).
earthquakes,
there
are not
anomaly tracks).
For each earthquake, the best tagging criteria
are selected. (Pink periods are those magnetically disturbed).

In most cases, as already noticed for the NeLOG results, the EQs are characterized by disturbed
geomagnetic
conditions before and after the EQ that may limit the tagging of the LAIC-related
2.4. Example of Validation
anomalies. Bearing this in mind, the most noticeable results are those related to the 2015 M7.8 Nepal
In this section we apply the same automatic algorithms of MASS, NeLOG and NeSTAD to an
EQ and to the 2016 M7.0 Japan EQ. In both cases, an S-shaped pattern of the cumulated number of
alternative period of the same seismic region, which is characterized by low seismicity. We will
anomalies is found, mimicking what expected for the evolution of a large earthquake [41]. In particular,
focus on the data observed in the same area of event of Nepal region (EQ occurred on 25 April
for the former a sudden increase in the number of anomalies is found starting from 3 days in advance,
2015), in order to validate or confute the results concerning this case.
while for the latter 7–8 days in advance.
Figure 11 shows the results obtained applying MASS, NeLOG and NeSTAD algorithms to the
It is also interesting to note the behavior of the cumulative number of anomalies for 2014 M8.2
magnetic field and electron density satellite data observed in the same area of the 2015 Nepal
Chile, characterized by an increase since the beginning of the considered time window and another
earthquake, but in a period without particular seismic activity, i.e., June and July 2014. In fact, in
smallperiod
increase
days before
the ≤EQ
occurrence.
in this
case theinS-shape
is not
significantly
this
no 3shallow
(depth
50km)
M5.5+ However,
earthquakes
happened
this area.
The
above
found allare
over
the considered
period.
methods
applied
with the same
conditions and parameters for the real case.
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Other ambiguous situations are found for the 2015 earthquakes of Chile M8.3, Japan M6.7 and
Crete M6.1, also because their analyses are seriously limited by the geomagnetic conditions right before
and after the EQ occurrence. Also for the 2016 Sumatra M7.9, NeSTAD is not able to provide a clear
indication: three anomalies from Bravo satellites are found close to the EQ occurrence, two before and
1 after the main shock, while nine occur at the beginning of the considered time window.
Another intriguing feature arises for the case of the 2014 M6.9 Aegean Sea EQ, where a post-seismic
meaningful increase of anomalies is identified, while only few (two) are found before the EQ. This is
the only case in which such a behaviour is found. We notice that, NeLOG is not reporting a similar
behavior, reinforcing the idea that it is strongly related to NeSTAD approach of anomaly tagging.
2.4. Example of Validation
In this section we apply the same automatic algorithms of MASS, NeLOG and NeSTAD to an
alternative period of the same seismic region, which is characterized by low seismicity. We will focus
on the data observed in the same area of event of Nepal region (EQ occurred on 25 April 2015), in order
to validate or confute the results concerning this case.
Figure 11 shows the results obtained applying MASS, NeLOG and NeSTAD algorithms to the
magnetic field and electron density satellite data observed in the same area of the 2015 Nepal earthquake,
but in a period without particular seismic activity, i.e., June and July 2014. In fact, in this period no
shallow (depth ≤ 50 km) M5.5+ earthquakes happened in this area. The above methods are applied
with the same conditions and parameters for the real case.

Figure 11. Results of the MASS, NeLOG and NeSTAD algorithms applied to the area of the 2015 Nepal
Figure 11. but
Results
of the without
MASS, NeLOG
and
NeSTAD
algorithms
to2014.
the area of the 2015
earthquake
in a period
particular
seismic
activity,
i.e., Juneapplied
and July
Nepal earthquake but in a period without particular seismic activity, i.e., June and July 2014.

Comparing the real case with this confutation analysis, it is possible to note that the latter does
Comparing
the realfeatures
case with
this confutation
is possible
to note that the
latter does
not seem
to have special
around
the virtual analysis,
event, i.e.,it the
“false” earthquake.
Furthermore,
notquality
seem to
have special
around
virtualfield
event,
i.e., the
no
indicator
of thefeatures
Y component
ofthe
magnetic
passes
the“false”
check. earthquake. Furthermore,
no quality indicator of the Y component of magnetic field passes the check.

2.5. Electron Density and Magnetic Field Concomitant Anomalies
Figure 12 shows a comparison between anomalies in the magnetic field and electron density
Ne, by means of MASS algorithm and NeLOG algorithm, respectively. Figure 13 shows the
comparison between the tracks of the day before the M7.0 Japan 15 April 2016 earthquake and a
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2.5. Electron Density and Magnetic Field Concomitant Anomalies
Figure 12 shows a comparison between anomalies in the magnetic field and electron density Ne,
by means of MASS algorithm and NeLOG algorithm, respectively. Figure 13 shows the comparison
between the tracks of the day before the M7.0 Japan 15 April 2016 earthquake and a track that preceded
the earthquake by just 2 h. On 14 April 2016 (the first day) geomagnetic conditions were disturbed
(Dst = −38 nT, ap = 39 nT and AE = 805 nT). On the second day (15 April 2016) the geomagnetic
conditions are calm (Dst = −3 nT, ap = 6 nT and AE = 59 nT). It is interesting to note that the
track, that precedes by 2 h the earthquake, shows (both in magnetic field and electron density) more
disturbances than the previous-day track (it is in the same area and at the same local time). We cannot
exclude that such effects are a residual of the small magnetic storm, but track 21 may contain an
interesting signal of possible lithospheric origin.

Figure12.
12.An
An
anomalous
track
identified
by MASS
(Y magnetic
component)
and NeLOG
(Sat Alpha
Figure
anomalous
track
identified
by MASS
(Y magnetic
component)
and NeLOG
(Sat Alpha
20
March
2016),
26
days
before
the
15
April
2016
M7.0
Japan
EQ.
20 March 2016), 26 days before the 15 April 2016 M7.0 Japan EQ.

As a comparative summary of the capabilities of the three algorithms in detecting LAIC-related
anomalies, Table 1 reports the results in detecting an S-shape of the cumulative number of anomalies
around the EQ. According to such a table, the 2015 M7.8 Nepal and the 2016 M7.0 Japan EQs are those
in which all the three algorithms are successful in identifying an anomaly pattern analogous to that of
the cumulative number of earthquakes (see also De Santis et al. [41]).
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Table 1. Summary of the capability of MASS, NeSTAD and NeLOG. “OK!” indicates success in
detecting LAIC-related anomalies, “~” indicates no clear indication, while “No” indicates failure in
detecting
it.
Table 1. Summary
of the capability of MASS, NeSTAD and NeLOG. “OK!” indicates success in detecting

LAIC-related anomalies, “~” indicates no clear indication, while “No” indicates failure in detecting it.
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NNe = 82.65*M -506.2
2

R = 0.807 (R=0.90)

Figure 15. Number of anomalous tracks for Electron density (NNe ) with respect to earthquake
Figure 15. Number of anomalous tracks for Electron density (NNe) with respect to earthquake
magnitude as calculated by NeLOG algorithm. The number of anomaly tracks is normalized with
magnitude as calculated by NeLOG algorithm. The number of anomaly tracks is normalized with
respect to quiet tracks analysed for the specified earthquake. The dashed line indicates the result
respect to quiet tracks analysed for the specified earthquake. The dashed line indicates the result
obtained from a random simulation, once imposed the same first starting point for M6.1. The rate of
obtained from a random simulation, once imposed the same first starting point for M6.1. The rate of
increase of the random anomalies is less pronounced than that of real cases.
increase of the random anomalies is less pronounced than that of real cases.
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3. Discussion and Conclusions
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pronounced, while, in others, it is weak and in a wide number of the analyzed case studies, we have
been able to identified a S-shape behavior, probably linked to the seismic event in one or more of the
presented methods.
Overall, the anomalous tracks present a dependence with magnitude, increasing their number
with the increase of EQ magnitude, being also the double with respect to a random simulation, pointing
to a LAIC effect preceding most, or even all, the events here studied and confirming that at least M6+
shallow earthquakes could produce a disturbance in ionosphere before their occurrence.
4. Materials and Methods
4.1. Swarm Magnetic Field and Plasma Datasets
Swarm is a constellation of three ESA twin quasi-polar orbiting satellites, launched on 22 November
2013 and mainly dedicated to the study of the Earth’s magnetic field. Its configuration is specially
designed: two satellites (Alpha and Charlie) orbit side-by-side at an initial altitude of 460 km, decaying
naturally to lower altitudes; the third satellite (Bravo) orbits at about 530 km [47]. Onboard each
satellite, there is a variety of instruments to analyze the ionosphere in situ: magnetometers, electric
field instruments, accelerometers, retroreflectors and Global Navigation Satellite System receivers
operating in Precise Orbit Determination (POD) configuration. In this paper, we analyze systematically
the magnetic field data measured by the two magnetometers and the plasma parameters measured by
the two Langmuir probes on-board each Swarm spacecraft. In detail:
a)

b)

c)

Vector field magnetometer (VFM). It is a fluxgate magnetometer with a Compact Spherical Coil
sensor, similar to the previous missions Oersted, CHAMP and SAC-C. The VFM data are provided
at two time resolutions, High-Rate (HR, 50 Hz) and Low-Rate (LR, 1 Hz). The values of the
geomagnetic field components are given in spherical coordinates (colatitude, latitude and radial
distant) referred to the NEC (North, East, Center) frame and the time UTC. In this work we will
use the Low-Rate (1 Hz) data.
Absolute Scalar Magnetometer (ASM). It is based on the Electron Spin Resonance (ESR) principle
using the Zeeman effect. The main objective of ASM is to calibrate the vector data. The instrument
is located at the end of the boom, around 2 m distant from the VFM instrument. The ASM data
are provided at 1 Hz rate.
Langmuir probe (LP). It determines the local properties of the plasma, such as temperature and
density by measuring the collected current due to electrons and ions. In this paper, LP electron
density, electron temperature and spacecraft potential data, stored in Swarm L1B EFIx_PL_1B
product, are used. This kind of data is not the most updated, but for our purposes, they are
adequate, because the variations are important, and not their absolute values. Data are provided
at 2 Hz rate.

The Swarm L1B data available at Swarm Dissemination server (ftp://swarm-diss.eo.esa.int)
are used for this study (see the “Swarm-L1b-Product-Definition” document for more details [48]).
Please note that for Charlie satellite, no ASM (scalar) data are available from 5th November 2014 (19:37
UTC) due to a technical problem. In this paper, the total intensity for Charlie satellite is computed
from vector components of VFM.
The electron density and electron temperature have been provided by the original Swarm Electric
Field Instrument data L1b (EFI) product or by Advanced - Provisional Plasma dataset. All the L1b data
are provided by ESA in CDF data format.
The flag field is a quality flag and the possible values are expressed by means of an integer
8 bit number (see for details SWARM-GSEG-EOPG-TN-15-003_Plasma_Dataset_User_Note.pdf ). To our
scope, when bit 6 and 7 are both set (<0.1% of all data) Te and Ve data should be discarded, but this
does not apply to Ne data. If bit 8 is set, data (Ne , Te , Vs ) can be optionally discarded or replaced by
interpolated data.
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The electron density Ne is the main parameter here used for the ionospheric characterization of
the seismic events. We let the reader notice that Ne is provided without calibration by ESA. According
to a first quick comparison carried out by ESA with other independent measurements and models,
the current values are up to a few 10% too high at low density (https://earth.esa.int/web/guest/missions/
esa-eo-missions/swarm/data-handbook/preliminary-level-1b-plasma-dataset). Possible calibration
can be achieved by relying on independent measurements of the in-situ plasma density, like those
from Incoherent Scattering Radars, which are out of the scope of this paper. However, for the purposes
of our work, Ne calibration is not an issue as we focus on Ne variations possibly related to EQ events.
4.2. Earthquakes Selection: The 12 Case Studies
The main criterion for the EQ selection is its occurrence after the launch of the Swarm constellation
until 2016, the completion of the SAFE project. Each selected EQ is characterized by magnitude, depth,
localization (latitude and sea/land). The used catalog is that from USGS [49]. In addition, geomagnetic
conditions characterizing the days before and after the EQ are taken into account. Geomagnetic
conditions are provided in terms of the Dst and ap indices [50] as provided by the Word Data Centre
for Geomagnetism, Kyoto University, Japan [51].
The shallow earthquakes (depth < 40 km) occurred in Mediterranean region with M6+ and
worldwide with M7+ are taken into account for the final choice within the framework of the SAFE
Project. In particular, we do not consider earthquakes occurred at high magnetic latitudes or very
close to the magnetic equator, in order to be as far as possible from geographical sectors in which the
ionosphere is more exposed to the formation of ionospheric irregularities not related to LAIC, that may
overwhelm the detection of those LAIC-triggered. We selected the earthquakes with higher magnitude,
as we expect that such events could produce some detectable effects to the ionosphere.
Table 2 reports the selected events, in terms of location, geographic coordinates of the epicenter,
time information, magnitude and depth. Other more information can be found in SAFE Project’s
website [52].
Table 2. List of the selected earthquakes ordered with decreasing magnitude for this paper.
Location

Latitude
Epicenter

Longitude
Epicenter

Date and Time (UTC)

Chile (Illapel)

31.573◦ S

71.674◦ W

16/09/2015 22:54:32

8.3

22.4

Chile-Iquique (Land)

19.642◦ S

70.817◦ W

01/04/2014 23:46:46

8.2

20.1

Offshore Sumatra

4.952◦ S

94.330◦ E

02/03/2016 12:49:48

7.9

24.0

Nepal (Gorkha)

28.230◦ N

84.731◦ E

25/04/2015 6:11:25

7.8

8.2

Ecuador (Muisne)

0.382◦

N

79.922◦

16/04/2016 23:58:36

7.8

20.6

Japan (Kumamoto-shi)

32.791◦

N

130.754◦

E

15/4/2016 16:25:06

7.0

10.0

Northern Aegean Sea

40.289◦

N

25.389◦

E

24/05/2014 9:25:02

6.9

6.4

Japan (Miyako)

39.856◦

N

142.881◦

E

16/02/2015 23:06:28

6.7

23.0

Greece (Lefkada-Nidri)

38.670◦

N

20.600◦

E

17/11/2015 7:10:07

6.5

11.0

Taiwan

22.938◦

N

120.601◦

E

05/02/2016 19:57:27

6.4

23.0

Strait of Gibraltar

35.649◦

N

3.682◦

25/01/2016 4:22:02

6.3

12.0

Greece (Kasos-Crete)

35.189◦

N

26.823◦

16/04/2015 18:07:43

6.1

20.0

W

W
E

Magnitude Depth (km)

4.3. Description of the Algorithms
To our scope, we apply three algorithms (MASS, NeLOG and NeSTAD, definitions below) to search
for different types of anomalies on magnetic field and electron density data. MASS algorithm is
dedicated to magnetic field satellite data analysis; NeLOG and NeSTAD are dedicated to the analysis
of electron density satellite data: the former is able to detected slower anomalies, the latter is more
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restrictive and dedicate to more rapid anomalies. In some cases, a satellite track contains each type of
anomalies, in other cases only one type or nothing. All three algorithms share the same philosophy:
the background used to identify the anomaly is chosen track by track, in a way that all the methods are
not affected by model choice and its possible imperfections.
4.3.1. MASS Algorithm
The MAgnetic Swarm anomaly detection by Spline analysis (MASS) algorithm searches for
anomalies on magnetic data for each individual Swarm satellite track. The steps are as follows:
We first extract from the original CDF file only the used columns by different routines. The final
file will contain additional information including the type of satellite, i.e., A for Alpha, B for Bravo,
and C for Charlie, the number of track (a semi-orbit), the data quality flags, the times UTC and Local
Time (LT).
We also transform the geographic latitude into geomagnetic latitude using the IGRF position of
North geomagnetic Pole. For the files at 1 Hz of time resolution (Low Resolution), we use both vector
and scalar information from the VFM and ASM magnetometers, respectively. For Charlie satellite,
the intensity of magnetic field is calculated from VFM data, as the ASM on board this satellite was
switched off for problems after launch.
The second step is to associate the time of the track with the corresponding geomagnetic Dst and
ap indices. In this case, we adapt different routines to select the correct geomagnetic index at the same
time (every hour for Dst and every 3 h for the ap ) of that reported in the different satellite tracks.
The data processing involves not only the selection of the Swarm magnetic data into the
Dobrovolsky’s area, but also other data to take into account any possible influence of the external
magnetic fields. The Dobrovolsky’s area is a circular region with a radius RDb that scales with
the magnitude M, i.e., RDb (km) = 100.43M [46], and it is considered a good approximation for the
preparation region of the EQ (e.g., [53,54]).
For each individual track, the main goal is the detection and identification of single anomalies,
i.e., an unusual behaviour with respect to the typical trend of the considered magnetic data. This
anomaly can be defined by visual techniques or taking into account the root mean squares (RMS) of the
residual of the whole orbital track, between −50◦ and + 50◦ geomagnetic latitude (or a smaller section
of the track), to avoid typical disturbances at high latitudes. In our case, we developed and adapted
different routines including different approaches to treat the magnetic data. The synthetic scheme of
work was as follows:
-

-

-

-

To use a routine to analyse the satellite tracks and to separate them according to the local time.
In a first attempt, the tracks with local time between 6 am and 10 pm were not used due to the
influence of the external field, which increases in daytimes. After several night-time analyses,
the study has been then extended to all daytime, too.
The first time derivative (in terms of first differences) is applied for each track in order to extract
more information from the magnetic data, since in this way we remove part of the long trend and
highlight the possible anomalies.
We remove the remaining long trend using a fitting by cubic splines. We choose the correct
damping parameter and knot points for the splines in order to remove in a correct way the long
spatial or temporal wavelengths of the magnetic data along the selected track.
Then, we apply the fitting to different geomagnetic field elements: the three orthogonal
components X, Y, Z and the intensity F.
Finally and using the best fitting we analyse the residuals looking for a possible anomaly.

An automatic search of anomalies is then performed. The track is then analysed by small moving
windows of 3.0◦ (or different size) latitude width. It computes the root mean squares in this window
(rms) and compares it with the RMS of the whole track. The algorithm produces an output file with one
line for each analysed track. In each line of the file there is the time, satellite, track number (semi-orbit,
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~32 total number of tracks in a day) and the indication of how many windows have rms > RMS * kt for
each magnetic field component and for the absolute scalar intensity of magnetic field. The value of
kt is the chosen threshold (normally in the range kt = 2–4). The anomaly windows are counted only
if the window centre is in the Dobrovolsky’s area and geomagnetic conditions are quiet (generally
|Dst| ≤ 20 nT and ap ≤ 10 nT as used in this work, but the algorithm would allow the selection and use
of different limits). Next to the number of anomalous windows in this file is also reported the number
of windows that could potentially be anomalous (so they are inside the Dobrovolsky’s area and in
quiet geomagnetic conditions).
The output file is manually and automatically analysed for each magnetic field component at a
time, extracting only those tracks that have one or more anomalous windows. Some more advanced
techniques can be applied to identify patterns of a sequence of anomalies in terms of cumulative
operations (e.g., [41]).
4.3.2. NeLOG Algorithm
The input data of LOGarithm of electron density Ne (NeLOG) is provided by the original Swarm
Electric Field Instrument data at 2 Hz (Provisional/Advanced Plasma Dataset). For each event,
the electron density Ne , the electron temperature Te and the spacecraft potential Vs are selected 1 month
before and 1 month after the day of the main shock. This is to find different patterns during the
preparation phase of the EQ event and the aftershock period.
NeLOG selects the satellite tracks in Dobrovolsky’s area +/− 5◦ outside and with mean Local Time
between 10 pm and 6 am. The night-time is selected to avoid disturbance from diurnal ionospheric
activity (as Equatorial Ionospheric Anomaly). Then, the algorithm produces a geographic representation
of area, epicenter and Dobrovolsky’s circle, compared with the plot of decimal logarithm of electron
density (we analyse the electron density because, among the plasma quantities, it is the only measured
value analysed in a systematic way as it is less sensitive to instrumental calibration errors). The decimal
logarithm of electron density is then fitted by a 10-degree polynomial. This degree is selected as the
best choice as compromise between a low rms of residuals and a not too high polynomial degree.
The fit is performed within minimum and maximum Dobrovolsky’s latitude (regardless of
the longitude) +/− 5◦ . The calculation of the RMS (quadratic residual between satellite track and
polynomial fit) is performed within minimum and maximum Dobrovolsky’s latitude. The last 5◦ of fit
are then cut to avoid the fitting edge errors.
In the output graph, if the residual of a sample is > threshold kt * RMS, a blue star is inserted on
the satellite track to mark the point as anomaly.
A track is selected as anomalous if it has more than 10 anomalous samples in the Dobrovolsky’s
area and geomagnetic indices are quiet (generally, |Dst| ≤ 20 nT and ap ≤ 10 nT, but other limits could
be chosen).
The analysis is performed for all three satellites of the Swarm constellation: Alpha, Bravo and
Charlie. Finally, a cumulative graph of all the anomalous tracks (i.e., the ones that have at least
10 anomalous samples) is plotted along with some statistical indicators to objectively evaluate the
performed analysis.
4.3.3. NeSTAD Algorithm
The Ne Single Track Anomaly Detection (NeSTAD) algorithm has been developed with the aim
of tagging anomalies of in-situ electron density (Ne ), as measured by the Swarm Langmuir Probe
instrument. NeSTAD is able to assign to each track, i.e., a portion of Swarm data covering a region
of interest in a given time interval, some “anomaly parameters”, that identify the behaviour of Ne as
“anomalous” or not. The anomaly parameters can be then used to define criteria to tag anomalies of
interest for the SAFE purposes. NeSTAD is fed with the following data input:
•

Swarm Langmuir Probe data: Swarm EFIx_PL (and Plasma Preliminary);
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Swarm Level 2 Ionospheric Bubble Index (IBI, Park et al. [55]);
Dst index.

In addition, NeSTAD requires as input the geographical and time ranges over which Ne data of the
given Swarm satellite are analysed. The time range is expressed in days before and after a given day,
that it is typically the day of a selected EQ event. The geographical range can be selected in two ways:
1)
2)

Manually selecting the boundaries in terms of minimum and maximum values of latitude
and longitude
Selecting the center of the geographical range, i.e., the longitude-latitude coordinates (λ0 , φ0 ),
of the epicentre of a selected EQ, from which the geographical range is:
•
•

Longitudinal extent = λ0 ± RDb (1 + ε);
Latitudinal extent = Latitude = φ0 ± RDb (1 + ε);

where ε is the “excess area parameter” and it is user defined (default value is 0.1). In order
to avoid large electron density gradients, found in the high latitude ionosphere, latitudes > 60◦ N
and < 60◦ S are not considered, independently of the geographical range selection.
For each track in the geographical and time ranges, the following quantity is evaluated for each
i-th time interval along the track:
∆



∆Ne
Ne



=
ti

Ne ( t i + 2 ) − Ne ( t i + 1 ) Ne ( t i + 1 ) − Ne ( t i )
−
,
Ne ( t i + 2 )
Ne (ti+1 )

e
A distribution of ∆ ∆N
Ne is then obtained for each track. A veto from IBI data is the applied on
this distribution to remove from the distribution the contribution identified as being due to equatorial
plasma bubbles (EPBs). EPBs are steep electron density depletions elongated on the magnetic field
lines at low-latitudes whose occurrence maximizes in correspondence with the expected position of
the crests of the EIA and during the hours after the local sunset [56]. They can be detected by in-situ
measurements of the plasma density from Swarm (see, e.g., [30,31,57,58]). As they appear as steep Ne
variations, the veto from IBI data allows to reduce the risk to misidentify an EQ-related anomaly with
those due to EPBs.




∆Ne
e
To apply the veto from IBI data on ∆ ∆N
distribution,
all
the
i-th
values
of
∆
in
Ne
Ne
correspondence of which IBI(ti ) is found to be 1, i.e., identified as a plasma bubble event, are
discarded. Values corresponding to IBI(ti ) =0 are conversely kept in the distribution. This enables
removing the contribution due to the presence of the EPBs and then excluding from the anomaly
tagging those relatedto the
 electron density gradients embedded in the EPBs.
∆Ne
The quantity ∆ Ne is able to identify steep variations in the electron density time profile,


e
behaving like a high-pass filter on the electron density data. The ∆ ∆N
Ne distribution is then used to
identify outliers. The outliers of the track are identified through an outliers analysis made on the
e
distribution of ∆ ∆N
Ne , by means of the general theory of statistical data analysis, without any a priori
physical assumption.
According to the general theory of statistical data analysis [59], most values of the distribution of
a physical quantity are expected to fall in the inter-quartile range (IQR)
 that
 is the distance between the
∆Ne
st
rd
1 and the 3 quartile. For double tail distributions, as that of ∆ Ne is, the outliers are identified
by the values lying above Q3 + k ·IQR and below Q1 - k ·IQR, where Q1 and Q3 are the 1st and 3rd
quartile, respectively. The parameter k is the factor for determining the threshold for outliers and in
the literature, k=1.5 identifies the “mild” outliers, while k=3 identifies the “strong” outliers. The outlier
k parameter is one of the selectable features of the NeSTAD (default value is 1.5, i.e., mild outliers
identification).


e
The outliers of ∆ ∆N
Ne are then filtered out to obtain a filtered track and the following parameters,
“track anomaly parameters”, are derived:
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max(∆ f ilt )
:
max(∆)



e
percentage difference between the maximum ∆ ∆N
Ne of the filtered (max( ∆ f ilt ))
and of the original track (max(∆)). 
e
σ: standard deviation of the ∆ ∆N
Ne distribution of the filtered track
R = 1−

%: percentage of outliers identified in the track.

Figure 16 shows an example of NeSTAD analysis on a track recorded for Swarm B on 15 May 2014.
This is extracted from the analysis of the Northern Aegean Sea EQ (M6.9) occurred on 24 May 2014.
Left panel reports the electron density as a function of the latitude. The text above the plot indicates
the Universal and Local Times of first and last point of the track. Between left and right panels,
a blue

∆Ne
arrow indicates the direction of the satellite. Red curve in the middle panel reports the ∆ Ne data
prior the outlier analysis, while black curve reports it after the outliers filtering procedure. Anomaly
parameters R, σ and % are reported in the top part of the middle panel. Right panel reports the electron
density (in cm−3 ) as a function of the latitude and longitude of the track, over the geographical range
defined by the epicenter (red cross) of the EQ. The dark red circle represents the Dobrovolsky’s area of
the EQ. The orange lines represent the position of the dip equator and the isoclinic lines at ±15◦ and
±20◦ , i.e., the expected position of the crests of the EIA. In the upper part of the figure, the satellite,
the date (format: YYYYMMDD) and a flag indicating the Dst conditions of the UT day are also reported.
By following what reported in Cander and Mihajlovic [60], the geomagnetic conditions of the UT day
are selected according to the minimum peak reached by the Dst index in the UT day. Such conditions
are summarized in Table 3.

Figure 16.
16. Example
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Figure
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Summarizing, the NeSTAD is able to provide anomaly parameters (i.e., R, σ and %) upon
which tagging criteria can be applied to tag track anomalies possibly related to LAIC. Tagging
algorithm based on NeSTAD output and selection criteria used in the frame of SAFE are described
in the section Results.
The default values of the following parameters have been used to perform the analysis of the
selected events:
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Table 3. Table of the geomagnetic conditions and corresponding Dst flags.
Dst Flag

Dst Conditions

Geomagnetic Conditions

−1

Dst data not available

Dst data not available

0

−20 ≤ Dstmin ≤ 20 nT

Quiet day

1

−100 < Dstmin < −20 nT

Disturbed period

2

−250 < Dstmin < −100 nT

Severe storm

3

Dstmin < −250 nT

Extreme event
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The default values of the following parameters have been used to perform the analysis of the
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selected events:
• Case events at low latitudes
•
Days before the event = 30
• the
R>Revent
thr=0.85
i.e., only the strongly identified anomalies are taken into account, and
•
Days after
= 30
deviation
•
Outliers k =standard
1.5 – mild
outliers of the filtered track below σthr=0.1 or standard deviation of the
thr=0.1 independently on R value.
filtered track
above σby
Anomaly parameters
evaluated
NeSTAD are used to tag anomalies on track-by-track basis as
being possibly
related
to
LAIC
events.
Tagging
criteria have
been adopted
with the aim
of minimizing
• Morning tracks (02-06 LT), to remove
the impact
of the equatorial
fountain
during
the effect due to the external forcing leading to misidentified LAIC anomalies, as follows:
the day and to minimize the impact of the plasma bubble formation during night-

•

Case eventstime
at low latitudes

•

Case events at mid latitudes
•

Rthr=0.7 and standard deviation of the filtered track below σthr=0.1 or standard
deviation of the filtered track above σthr=0.1 independently of the R value.
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R > Rthr = 0.85 i.e., only the strongly identified anomalies are taken into account, and standard
deviation of the filtered track below σthr = 0.1 or standard deviation of the filtered track above
σthr = 0.1 independently on R value.
Morning tracks (02-06 LT), to remove the impact of the equatorial fountain during the day
and to minimize the impact of the plasma bubble formation during night-time

Case events at mid latitudes
•
•
•

Rthr = 0.7 and standard deviation of the filtered track below σthr = 0.1 or standard deviation
of the filtered track above σthr = 0.1 independently of the R value.
Night time tracks (18 to 06 LT), because during night time and at mid latitudes the ionosphere
is expected to be less turbulent.
In both cases quiet ionospheric conditions (Dst flag = 0, i.e., absolute value of Dst in the
considered day not exceeding 20 nT) are required.

The result of the tagging criteria application is provided in terms of the cumulative frequency of
the tagged anomalies (see Results section).
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